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Once on the four-hour schedule, no matter when he begins,
baby will soon get to where he will do nicely on five instead of
six feedings in twenty-four hours.
After Nursing. After nursing he should be returned to the
quiet of his bed, and left alone. This is hard to do, but it is the
very best thing for baby—and the very best for every one else,
in spite of inclination to do the opposite. Mother may linger a
bit over the nursing time, tenderly holding the tiny one to her
breast even after nursing is clone; but baby should very soon
be transferred to his bed, and mother be left free to attend to
other duties awaiting her. Baby will at times do some fussing
and squirming and crying, but this is all in the normal course of
events, and can be disregarded. Heartless ? No, just wise. If
baby has one or two or three normal stools daily (or even once
in a while goes a whole day without any) and does not vomit
more than a little spilling over after nursing, or even an occa-
sional "spitting'1 between; if he is gaining five to eight ounces a
week; if his clothes are put on with a proper regard for his com-
fort ; if he is not too warm, and is in a pleasant, well-ventilated
room, with care that too much light is not shining directly in his
eyes, his apparent protest at his release from loving arms need
cause no concern, and again we say it may be disregarded*
Don't Keep Him Too Warm. And remember that baby is
often too warm, and crying greatly increases his warmth and
discomfort. No wonder he gets frantic- If baby is having a
crying spell, it may be a very wise thing to slip up to him quietly
and pull off some of his covers—these to be replaced if necessary
after he has become quiet. Many a poor baby suffers the great-
est discomfort from being kept swathed in such wrappings that
his skin is continually damp with perspiration. Then when his
hands and feet get cold from sheer nervousness, he is covered up
warmer than ever, And it takes very little imagination for us
to appreciate what it must mean when the exercise of vigorous
crying changes a bad situation to one that is intolerable.
Hungry? Of course he might be hungry, but any mother
can tell if her baby isn't getting enough to eat. His hunger
symptoms before and at the close of an insufficient feeding are
not to be misunderstood, and the scales inevitably tell the story.

